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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
Our editor in chief, Bruce, has a daughter who
was selected to the All Metro first team of high
school basketball. Bruce’s family was thrilled. We
were too. We talked about how it’s even sweeter
when your kids go out and win something than if
you had won it yourself.
The US loves its sports. This year’s Super Bowl
was so dramatic, with the winner not decided until
the very end. Many (and I mean many!) Americans
watched that game. Americans are well versed in
how to enjoy sports.
As I write this, the Winter Olympics are
going on in South Korea. Lots of Japanese are
participating. The next Games will be the Tokyo
Olympics. This is a huge sporting event. In Japan,
demand for the Olympics is being used to start all
sorts of projects. More than sports, this represents
an opportunity for people around the world to
familiarize themselves with Japanese culture,
thought, politics and all other aspects of the
country. I can feel that sort of thinking coming
from Japan.
The most important thing is to create an
environment where the world’s athletes can
compete at the highest level. Then, let’s hope that
everyone who visits Japan has a great time. And
I hope Japan puts on display its kodawari, that
uncompromising and relentless pursuit of a goal,
art, craft or activity.
After Tokyo is the Los Angeles Olympics. It’s a
little early to say, perhaps, but I’m looking forward
to those Games too!

Into an Izakaya...

Ryosuke Komori
President, Pike Japan Inc.
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F E AT U R E

IZAKAYA
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WHAT’S AN IZAKAYA?

MANY PEOPLE PROBABLY THINK an izakaya is a
restaurant. But if you ask Japanese people, they will
tell you that it is a place where people go to drink. In
other words, it’s a bar. In fact, you won’t be breaking
any protocols by walking into an Izakaya alone and
ordering just one beer without food. You won’t find
families with small children, or a group of minors
there. It is a place for adults to enjoy a few drinks
and plates that go with the libations. In that sense, an
Izakaya is closer to a British pub.
The izakaya was born about 400 years ago, around
the time that Japan was unified under the rule of
Shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu and entered a peaceful era.
Before that, alcohol was meant to be purchased, then
brought home to enjoy privately. That changed when
a few sake shops allowed customers to sample their
purchases at the store. The meaning behind the word,
Izakaya, is illuminating : “a sake shop where one can
hang out.” And records show that’s what they were
called back then.
During the Edo period (1603 – 1868), there were
some 1,900 izakayas that served as watering holes for
warriors, merchants, craftsmen and people from all
walks of life. People went in small groups of up to
three, or as a bigger group to Izakayas with private

rooms. Some of the protocols then included, refraining
from being too loud, singing , staying too long and
stealing. (After all, there were rules in place at the time
that allowed warriors to slay those who disrespected
them on the spot.) To this day, the proper way to enjoy
a trip to the izakaya is in a small group of two or three,
if not alone, to have quiet conversation over a few
drinks and good food.
In m o d e r n t i m e s , t h e i z a k a y a r e p e r t o r y
has expanded to include discounted chains that
accommodate big, rowdy groups (dishes and drinks are
typically priced at ¥300 each). There is even an izakaya
with a fishing hole that customers can fish out of and
hand over their catch to the chef, who will prepare it as
sashimi (this one has a branch in New York).
The izakaya continues its evolution, but the
kind with the most persistent appeal is the robata
izakaya, where meat, fish and vegetables are roasted
over charcoal in front of the customers using the old
Japanese barbecuing method called irori.
Most Japanese homes do not have an irori, which
suggets why they are so popular today. On top of
that, humans become quiet in front of a fire, and that
naturally creates an ideal izakaya setting for good
friends to enjoy each other’s company over sake and
food.
If you are considering a visit to an izakaya in Japan,
choose one with a robata grill for a fun and traditional
izakaya experience.
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YOUR GUIDE TO

IZAKAYA FUN
A N I Z A K AYA I S A bar that specializes in

plates of food that go well with alcoholic
drinks. Most izakaya have extensive menus
with lots of choices. But what makes an izakaya
in Japan different from a traditional restaurant
is that you tend to eat less and not get as full at
an izakaya. Many Japanese customers will order
two or three dishes and a drink before heading
to the next izakaya. There’s no reason to order
an appetizer, a salad and then an entree; choose
what you like in any order you like. That’s one
of the attractive point of dining
at an izakaya.
However, you can certainly
be a little adventurous when
you visit an izakaya. There’s no
reason to go there and just order
the fried chicken and Caesar’s
salad. Here’s our advice on what
to order.

Ohitashi
A n o h i ta s h i i s a ver y p o p u l a r
appetizer. A seasonal vegetable is
quickly boiled and soaked in dashi
(which loosely translates as soup
stock). The dashi is the basis for all
Japanese cuisine. It typically uses
katsuobushi (dried bonito flakes),
kombu seaweed or dried shiitake
mushrooms as its base. The ohitashi
appetizer gives you a quick taste of
that izakaya’s dashi. If an izakaya’s
ohitashi tastes of chemicals, leave
that izakaya off your list.

Dashimaki Tamago
This is very popular with Japanese
people: eggs are soaked in dashi
an d s e a s on ing , th en p an- f ri e d
and rolle d. Iza kaya show their
distinctive style with this dish.
Some make it sweet, others salty
and still others prefer to bring out a
soy-sauce flavor. It can be a fun part
of your izakaya hopping to find
the one that makes your favorite
dashimaki tamago.
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Himono
Himono is raw fish dried in the
sun, a favorite way to preserve food
in Japan. The drying process breaks
down the proteins in the fish and
enhances the umami. Also, the lack
of water in the fish sharpens the
flavor. Compared with a grilled fish,
a dried fish is less “fishy.” With the
enhanced umami, himono-style is
the favorite way to eat fish for many
Japanese. The favorite himono fish
are horse mackerel (aji), mackerel
(saba) and the Okhotsk atka
mackerel (hokke).

Horse Mackerel

Mackerel

Okhotsk Atka
Mackerel

Sashimi
The best izakaya will send a chef to
the fish market to choose the best
possible fish. Instead of ordering
the typical sashimi combo, stick to
that store’s recommended offerings.
If you’re dining alone, this is a good
way to kick off a conversation with
the chef.
Rice balls

Ramen

Shime
S h im e i s that la st d i s h a f ter th e
drinking is done to fill your belly. Onigiri rice balls
with miso soup, a warm ochazuke (dashi soup over
rice with chunks of seafood), soba, ramen—each
izakaya will have its signature shime, so ask your
server what the house specialty is for that last dish
of the meal.

Dashi soup
over rice

In Japan, when visiting an izakaya, as long as you have
good manners, you’ll be welcomed in even in the most
local ones, regardless of your nationality. If you have
the chance, spend a night izakaya hopping to find out
what sort of izakaya is the one for you.
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IZAKAYA
HOPPING IN

seattle

Izakaya come in all shapes and sizes. They can be
upscale or downright rowdy. Ten or 15 years ago,
there were very few in Seattle. Today, just about
every neighborhood with a little nightlife has one
or two. They’re not bars—most of them welcome
families—but they have extensive drink menus.
And they’re not sit-down restaurants where
you order an appetizer, a salad, an entree and a
dessert, but their menus are more extensive than
most restaurants. While they defy easy definition,
this much can be said: Izakaya are fun places to
try a lot of tasty Japanese dishes over a few drinks.
With that in mind, let’s go izakaya hopping!

SEATTLE
Wallingford

YOROSHIKU
The Japanese staff is all from Hokkaido, which gives YOROSHIKU a
unique, fun vibe. The chef’s course
is delicious and a great value. The ramen is a great finish to any meal. And
drinkers will rejoice at the selection
of Japanese whiskey and sake. It’s
a laid back restaurant with an innovative chef in the kitchen—a perfect
spot for a night out with friends.

yoroshikuseattle.com

SEATTLE
Wallingford

ISSIAN
Just down the street is Issian, a robatayaki-style izakaya that is inviting and
friendly. Robatayaki means “fireside
cooking,” and chef and owner Sugimoto-san presides over the fire and open
kitchen as he chats with customers
and grills yakitori, fish and other dishes. Issian celebrates its 10th year in
the neighborhood this year, and it’s
easy to see why it has thrived here.
Regulars swing by for a quick beer and
a snack, while couples tuck into the
corner tables to have date night. Happy hour, from 4:30 to 6:30 nightly, is a
great deal. Families are welcome—in
fact, the Sunday happy hour includes
free juice for kids.
issianseattletest.weebly.com
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SEATTLE
Capitol Hill

JUNKICHI
This new addition to the Cap Hill neighborhood hadn’t opened at the time of this
writing, but the robata-style izakaya, run
by the same company that operates the
delicious Santouka restaurants, is likely to
be a hit when it does open in late March
or early April. It will feature Japanese-style
grilled items such as yakitori as well as sushi and other appetizers, plus an extensive
drink menu. It’s address, 224 Broadway
East, puts it in the heart of Capitol Hill.

SEATTLE
Capitol Hill

TAMARI BAR
Tamari Bar opened on Valentine’s
Day and quickly won over Seattle’s
gourmand crowd. This stylish sister restaurant to Suika izakaya up
the street has just the right touch:
wagyu beef is cooked on a fiery rock,
sashimi and Japanese hors d’oeuvres are served in special bento boxes where each compartment has a
different treat, and sashimi is served
with each type of fish perfectly
placed on an ascending platform.
The attention to detail is remarkable.
And the staff has been well trained.
They are attentive and polite.

junkichiusa.com

SEATTLE

BELLEVUE

South Lake Union

GINZA

TEINEI
Teinei’s in-house noodle
maker has made its ramen
a hit with the South Lake
Union crowd. But the restaurant also has excellent sushi,
delicious homemade appetizers, a good variety of sake
and some very tasty cocktails. Stop by after work for a
beer, a couple of appetizers,
a plate or two of sushi, some
sake, and then a steaming
bowl of noodles to top it off.

When in Bellevue, Ginza is the go-to izakaya. Right in the
heart of downtown, this friendly, unpretentious restaurant
offers everything from mouthwatering yakiniku (Japanese
barbecue, grilled right at your table) to an extensive sushi
menu and lots and lots of appetizers. Families are welcome. For a special treat, try the wagyu supreme ribeye.

ginzaatbellevue.com

teinei-seattle.com
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Friendly, affordable, delicious Issian
celebrates a decade in Wallingford
Nightly, Chef and Owner Yuta Sugimoto presides over the grill at Issian, cooking yakitori, mackerel and other delicacies. The best way to
enjoy Issian in Wallingford is to grab one of those seats at the counter
and watch him do his thing. Come with a friend, order
a couple of beers, a few plates of yakitori, the drunken
clam dish (local clams cooked in sake broth) and perhaps a stone-grilled capelin (a member of the smelt
family), and enjoy the evening.
Issian’s stone grill doesn’t emit any smoke. The hot
stone cooks by far-infrared radiation and keeps the
meat juicy and soft by absorbing extra oil that would be
burned off in a traditional grill.

Issian’s happy
hour, which
begins at 4:30
every evening,
is one of the
best deals in
the city.

But Sugimoto also uses a traditional grill where meats
are cooked in all their smoky goodness. Take your pick.
Or check out the big blackboard to see what else is
on the menu. Issian offers many different options, all
of them tempting, in true izakaya style. You can drop in for sushi rolls,
nibble on small plates all night or opt for something hearty like the
okonomiyaki or the very plentiful grilled salmon belly.

Issian’s happy hour, which begins at 4:30 every evening, is one of the
best deals in the city. Beers are $3. The menu is full of $1, $2 and $3
options. And kids drink juice for free on Sunday happy hours (4:30-6:30).
8
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Sugimoto is a friendly fellow who looks like he enjoys his own cooking.
His staff greets you with a big “welcome” or “irasshaimase” as you
enter. The atmosphere is warm and welcoming, a little chaotic (but,
hey, that’s how izakaya in Japan are too, Sugimoto
points out) and always pulsing with a good energy.
Couples tuck into corner tables, while larger parties
click frosty beer glasses and enjoy boisterous conversation at the bigger tables.
The mood ebbs and flows depending on the clientele on any given night, and Sugimoto is proud that
his restaurant can accommodate the whims of the
neighborhood. He says one of his great thrills of being in the same spot for 10 years is getting to watch
the children who have been coming here with their
parents grow up. Soon, it may be those kids who are
heading to Issian for date night!

Japanese Stone Grill Issian
16 18 N . 4 5 t h S t . , S e a t t l e 9 8 10 3
P h o n e: 2 0 6 .7 3 2 .7 0 10
i s s i a n s e a t t l e t e s t .w e e b l y. c o m

Hours:
Opens at 4:3 0 nightly
O p e n fo r l u n c h
Saturday & Sunday

OBSESSIONS

Lay-flat notebook saves a
Tokyo printing company

T E R U O N A K A M U R A R U N S a small
family printer in Kita Ward, Tokyo. When
his friend’s bindery business ran out of
work, he took him in and gave him a parttime job. Nakamura was in his 70s and his
part-time partner, also named Nakamura,
was 80. The two soon became obsessed with
making one last great product to help the family
business. Their goal: to make a notebook that
lays perfectly flat at 180 degrees when open with
no hills and valleys like most notebooks have. It
would be the world’s perfect notebook, but there was
a reason no one else had produced such an item: the
process was extremely difficult.
Hours turned into days, then weeks, months, years,
but the two men kept at their dream. The print shop’s
son tried to get his dad to stop with his obsession, to
no avail. The two men kept testing and testing different
ways to make the notebook lay flat and not fall apart when
used. Finally, they did it—they had achieved the perfect,
180-degree open, notebook. That was in 2012.
But the problem was that no one seemed to care. One
shop offered to sell it, but sales trickled in at a depressingly slow
pace. Nakamura tried to connect with other businesses to get
the word out, but nothing seemed to work. Even when he had a

promising order for 8,000 notebooks, which the
printer rushed to produce, in the end the company
making the order demanded unrealistic discounts,
and Nakamura had to cancel the deal. Now, they had
thousands and thousands of notebooks in storage and
no prospects for significant sales.
On New Year’s day 2016, Nakamura the part-time
worker was visited by his grandkids. At one point, he brought
out a couple of the notebooks to show them. He gave some
to his 19-year-old granddaughter and asked her to give them
to her friends. She said later that she was unimpressed. It was
cool that it lay flat, she said, but was it really such a big deal? Still,
she wanted to help her grandpa, so she snapped a few photos and
posted a message about the notebook on twitter.
Before she knew it, her tweet had been retweeted more than
20,000 times. Orders started rushing in so fast, the printing company
could barely keep up. Overnight, the lay-flat notebook went from being
a failed idea and a storage headache to a hot-selling success.
Today, Nakamura’s printing company has teamed up with Showa
Note Co., printer of the iconic Japonica workbooks used by students
throughout Japan, to co-produce the “Suiheibiraki” notebook. The
obsession of the Nakamura print shop is now tied to the distribution and
marketing power of Showa Note. Two silver-haired gents from downtown
Tokyo have achieved their lifelong dream thanks in no small part to a tweet
from a 19-year-old.
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YOROSHIKU
shines with
Hokkaido
cuisine &
hospitality
When Keisuke Kobayashi visited Seattle as an international student in 2006, he fell hard for the city. After a
year and a half, he went home to Sapporo to take care of
his ailing mother, but he knew deep down that his career
would lead him back to Seattle.
In 2012, he opened YOROSHIKU as a yakitori restaurant
with his friend, the versatile Chef Koichi Homma, also from
Sapporo. In true izakaya fashion, YOROSHIKU also offered
ramen and other dishes. The ramen started to take off with
customers in 2013, and the staff, faced with a crowded
kitchen, decided to emphasize ramen over yakitori.
Today, the newly expanded YOROSHIKU is no longer a
cozy Japanese kitchen. It’s now comfortably settled into
its space on 45th Street that offers room for a restaurant
and a bar with the most extensive and reasonably priced
selections of Japanese whiskey anywhere in the city.
The menu is Hokkaido gourmet, with the ever-popular
ramen as the staple, but plenty of regional treats awaiting the more adventurous gourmand. Ever tried zangi,
Hokkaido-style fried chicken? Or zin gis kahn, Hokkaido
style Mongolian mutton barbecue? Or Hokkaido scallops
dipped in garlic ponzu? Or how about chan chan yaki, a
hotpot dish and specialty of Hokkaido? At YOROSHIKU, it
includes salmon from Alaska.
People who have visited or spent an extended time in Japan will be drawn to YOROSHIKU because it will remind
them of those little neighborhood restaurants that turn
out first-rate food at reasonable prices and seem to be
hidden behind every corner in Japan’s cities.
Regular customers – Keisuke says regulars make up the
majority of their clientele – often opt for the omakase
10
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“You may see Chef Koichi
doing battle with a 30 pound
octopus in the kitchen
from time to time.”
course, a four-course dinner priced at an extremely
reasonable $35 that is created differently each night
by Chef Koichi. There’s an appetizer dish, a fish plate
and a meat plate, followed by a bowl of ramen. The
difference with the YOROSHIKU omakase is it is
not just dishes from elsewhere on the menu. The
omakase dishes are made only for that day’s course
and not available a la carte.
Chef Koichi is a very interesting guy, as regulars
know. He cooked Mexican food in Japan for a long
time and is pretty much at home with any request.
You may see him doing battle with a 30 pound octopus in the kitchen from time to time. YOROSHIKU
is one of just four restaurants in Seattle that get the
full local octopus from a distributor. Koichi then slow
cooks it until it is ever so tender. Try the Northwest
giant octopus salad to see for yourself.
YOROSHIKU has a chill vibe, perhaps because everyone behind the counter comes from Hokkaido.
It’s a great place to hang out with friends or a loved
one. The mood is relaxed and casual, but every little
detail is looked after. Chef Koichi even waits until
someone orders edamame to boil the beans – and
that’s definitely the exception to the rule.

YO R O S H I K U
19 11 N o r t h 4 5 t h S t r e e t
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 10 3
P h o n e: 2 0 6 . 5 47. 4 6 4 9
Email: yoroshikuseat tle@gmail.com
w w w.y o r o s h i k u s e a t t l e . c o m

DRIVE

NISSAN BLUEBIRD
U HT 1600 SSS-E
T H E B L U E B I R D , a prototypical Japanese family car, was in
production for 53 years starting in 1959. The last Bluebirds came
off the assembly line in 2001. One model that stands out is the
third-generation 510, released in 1967. The new engine was a
water-cooled 4-cylinder with a single overhead camshaft. There
were 1.3-liter and 1.6-liter versions of this engine. The 1.6-liter
version, the L16 engine, was known as the SSS. This high-efficiency,
easy-to-repair engine was also loaded into the Skyline and Fairlady
Z models.
The 510 famously won the 18th annual East Africa Safari rally
in 1970, adding to its allure.
In North America, the 510 was sold under the Datsun name. It
was popular with high school students just getting their first car and
still brings up memories for that generation.
The car in the photos is the 510’s successor, the 610 from 1971.
The body is bigger and the engine was either a 1.8-liter or 2.0-liter
model, a bit larger than the L16. More powerful and efficient than
the 510, this model won the 1973 Safari Rally.
But sales of this model weren’t good, and it has achieved only
minor status in the Bluebird family history. One of the reasons
stated for its lack of popularity was that it didn’t look enough like a
family car and seemed more like a bad boy’s race car.
Back then, Japan was a lot more conservative,
and most people didn’t want anything to
do with an edgy bad boy’s car.

ONE OF THE REASONS FOR ITS LACK OF
POPULARITY WAS THAT IT. . . SEEMED
MORE LIKE A BAD BOY’S RACE CAR.
It’s been 50 years since then. That 1970s car
with the bad-boy design has become the
choice of the old-car market. Buyers
will e ven customize the car to
enhance those bad-boy features.
The car in the photos has only
about 50,000 kilometers, or
just over 30,000 miles on it.
The engine and body are in
good condition. It’s been
customized just a little. The
price : 3.5 million yen, or
about $30,500.
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Tamari Bar quickly finds
its niche on Cap Hill
Tamari Bar, the newest addition to Capitol Hill nightlife, opened on Valentine’s Day to rave reviews. It’s a chic izakaya with a metropolitan, yet
playful feel. Owner Makoto Kimoto brings restaurant knowhow and
smarts to the new venture: he’s had years of experience in the Vancouver, BC, izakaya scene and has been running
the ever-popular Suika just up the street for the
last few years. Now he plans to split his time between the two.

hiring of General Manager Kan Terao. Even during the soft-opening
phase, when a typical restaurant can be hectic and stressed out as everyone learns their roles, the staff was helpful, polite and efficient. Kimoto says his general manager is adept at finding just the right personalities
to give his restaurants the right ambience.

The photogenic bar
menu feels like it was
made for Instagram!

Tamari Bar’s menu feels like it was made for Instagram. Everything is so photogenic! The sashimi
kaidan is a staircase of ascending sashimi choices. The shokado bento
offers little delicacies in each box. Head Chef Nobutaka Watanabe has
also been trained in French cuisine, so he’s able to bring new twists to
traditional dishes.

The menu at Tamari is gourmet street food — curry and rice, pork buns,
tantan men, wagyu, sashimi — and the atmosphere is fun and casual.
Cup ramen noodles line one ledge. Kimoto says every once in awhile,
a customer requests one. There are also boxes of cute little Japanese
chocolates that he says pair well with their extensive Japanese whiskey selection. And don’t miss the chopsticks clock.
Diners who are vegan and/or avoid gluten will be pleased to know that
“tamari” is actually a vegan and gluten-free alternative to soy sauce.
It’s not made with wheat, like regular soy sauce, but it is made from
soybeans.
Tamari, like its sister Suika, has excellent staff thanks to the careful
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Kimoto envisions Tamari bar as “an izakaya for
adults where you can drink at your own pace.”
Of course, families are welcome too. Sit at the
bar and try an original craft cocktail like the Yokohama TG (the TG is for togarashi, that seven-colored spice you often see at Japanese restaurants), or the Tokyo
VC (for vitamin C). Or go for a sake flight. Kimoto let it slip that Tamari
Bar has reduced its sake prices in the hopes of getting more customers
to drink the flights and compare the different sakes. “Seattle diners
love to compare tastes, and I want to help them do that,” he said.
When the weather warms a little, Tamari plans to add outside seating.
But this Japanese tavern is likely to catch on fast, so check it out before
everyone else discovers it!

Ta m a r i B a r
5 0 0 E . P i n e S t . , S e a t t l e 9 8 12 2
(on the corner of Pine & Summit)
(20 6) 979 - 880 0

Hours:
5 –11p m ( Tu e s –T h u r s , S u n )
5 p m –12 a m ( F r i – S a t )
Closed Mondays

CATS LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
A NEW BOOK BY Zack Davisson, Kaibyo: The Supernatural Cats

of Japan, explores the history of magical cats in Japan. The book,
co-published by Mercuria Press of Portland and Chin Music Press
of Seattle, is lushly illustrated in full color with dozens of ukiyo-e
and drawings.
Inside, you’ll meet the Bakeneko, a fluid shapeshifter; the
Nekomata, or split-tailed cat; Kasha, the corpse-eating demon; the
Bakeneko prostitutes; the Cat Daughter; the Cat Witch; the Trivet Cat; the Maneki Neko; and the Iriomote Great Mountain Cat,
which has a mythology akin to Bigfoot.
There’s also a chapter on supernatural
cats in modern
Japan that focuses
on Shigeru Mizuki’s
work.
Davisson couples the deep folklore knowledg e of
an academic with an
approachable, witty
writing style that draws readers in. Here’s a sample about the origin
of the Bakeneko:
“In the era when cats became widespread in Japan, most people

J-LIT

lived on a diet of vegetables
and g rains. There was ver y
little supplementary meat or
protein. Cats were fed whatever leftovers were available,
and this rarely included meat.
However, cats are carnivores.
They don’t do well on vegetarian diets. When hungry, they
take their protein where they
can get it and aren’t too fussy
about the source. During the
Edo period, it was believed
that cats ate butterflies. Many
pictures at the time show cats Ka i b y o: Th e S u p e r n a t u r a l
C a t s o f J a p a n ( $ 18 . 9 5 )
fancifully hunting butterflies … i s a v a i l a b l e w h e r e v e r f i n e
But in truth, cats had a readier b o o k s a r e s o l d .
supply of protein.
“Edo-period houses were lit by oil lamps, and fish oil was one
of the most common fuels. To a protein-starved cats, this was a
feast. Cats would stand on their hind legs to reach up to the lamp
to lick out the fish oil … Frightened pet owners looking at the lamplight-cast shadows would see their tiny cat suddenly elongate and
stand on two legs as if transforming into a human as they reached
for the lamp oil.”

◆JAPANESE, ENGLISH and CHINESE BOOKS
◆MANGA & ANIME GOODS
◆JAPANESE STATIONERY
◆STUDIO GHIBLI GOODS
And GIFT ITEMS
AND MORE!!

Kinokuniya Seattle
525 S Weller St. Seattle (Inside Uwajimaya)
1 min. from Chinatown / Int’l District Station

Tel: 206-587-2477

Mon – Sat: 10am - 9pm / Sun: 10am - 8pm
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THE TRUE STORY BEHIND

Japan’s beloved spies
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SO,

YOU THINK
YOU KNOW NINJA?

THINK AGAIN

CLAD IN ALL BLACK with an air of mystery about them, ninjas
are a global phenomenon. Much of their popular appeal has a lot to
do with their depiction in movies as possessing super-human powers. They seem to appear out of nowhere and take down multiple
enemies with the toss of a shuriken, then incapacitate the enemy’s
boss using karate and a sword. They’re not aliens from outer space,
nor have they been poisoned by a strange spider; they are regular
humans, and that means anybody can become one with proper
training. Their appeal may have something to do with that as well.
In fact, ninja techniques are spelled out in a 400-year-old document
called the Ninja Book of Art ( 忍 術 書 ), but the ninjas depicted in
those pages are nothing like the ones we know as ninjas today.

Let’s dispel some myths...
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To begin with,

NINJAS DON’T WEAR BLACK
Ninjas dressed like regular folks,
like merchants or priests, to collect
information without arousing suspicion by the enemy. Some ninjas
settled into enemy territory and
lived as farmers. They wore dark
outfits for night-time operations,
but at the time of escape, they
tossed out their dark outfit to reveal
regular garb underneath.

NINJAS DON’T THROW SHURIKEN
The ninjas’ original role was to penetrate enemy residences and castles, and collect information. They
had to return alive and relay the information they collected. They couldn’t be detected by their enemies.
If they were, they were not to fight but flee.
They carried a shuriken or two on them as a last
resort, but they rarely used them. Ninjas are often seen wielding swords in movies, but in reality,
swords would have gotten in the way of their mission, so they didn’t carry them around.

NINJAS ARE NOT SAMURAI

NINJAS CANNOT USE NINPO
OR DO SPECIAL TRICKS.
Ninjas were said to be able to perform ninpo or
special tricks, such as walk on water, fly, or disappear in a flash. Of course, none of this was true.
Then why has it become such a pervasive part of
the ninja legend? It is believed to be a fabrication
the ninja themselves spread to undermine the enemy’s sense of defense. The ninja’s real mission
was in wreaking psychological havoc. Much of
what’s mentioned in the Ninja Book of Art today
would be considered psy-ops. Furthermore, most
of what’s not mentioned in the book but passed
on orally were ways to survive in any environment.
Along with those skills, ninjas underwent physical
training so that they could run all day, carry heavy
loads, climb walls with bare hands and jump off of
high places. Mental training was just as important.
They were required to have the mental toughness
to withstand heat, cold, an empty stomach, pain
and duress for long stretches.

The origin of ninjas date back to around
the latter-half of the 1300s. They were allowed to own land and were originally a
band of civilians who large-land owners
hired to train farmers so that they could
protect their farmland and crops. Eventually, samurai grew in numbers and
force, and land ownership would
be taken away from the ninjas
by regional samurai leaders called
daimyo. In order to survive, the civilian band took
on sabotage work that samurai, who were official
frontline warriors in the event of a war, didn’t do,
namely, penetrating enemy territory, collecting information, arson and assassinations. This was the start
of the ninja as we think of them today. Unlike the samurai,
who pledged life-long allegiance to one master, ninjas were
mercenaries who switched allegiances according to who paid
them. That’s why they couldn’t be considered samurai.

THE REAL NINJAS were not the flamboyant heroes they are por-

trayed to be. Actual ninjas made sure they came home no matter
what with the information they were sent out to collect, and they
were never to boast regardless of how amazing their work was. The
Japanese character for ninja means “one who lays his sword upon his
soul.” That was how tough a ninja’s spirit had to be, and perhaps, that
is the real definition of a true hero.
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T H E N I N J A’ S G R E AT E S T E N E M Y:

NOT ENOUGH NINJA!
JAPAN IS FULL OF entertainment spots geared toward tour-

ists. One of the most popular of them all is a place that puts
on the Ninja Show, where veteran ninjas perform and show
off their skills. During the last few years, however, the show
has grown so much that it is bumping up against the problem
of a ninja shortage. There are now eight ninjas at the Date
Jidaimura Noboribetsu in Hokkaido’s Noboribetsu City, who
perform six 20-minute shows a day, nearly every day of the
week. The overworked ninjas are experiencing high levels of
fatigue, but none of them can take time off because new ninjas
cannot be found.
The ninja shortage at Hizenyumekaido in Ureshino, Saga
Prefecture, is graver. The ninja count has shrunk from eight
to three. They’ve resorted to handling the lighting and sound
by themselves. The crisis is unfolding at ninja facilities everywhere in Japan, forcing them to fight for the shrinking pool of
ninja warriors. “There’s a wide gap between the numbers we
need to feed the ninja popularity and their availability,” said
Hiroshi Mizohata, vice chairman of the Japan Ninja Council.
But why is there a problem with supplying new ninjas? One
factor lies with the training required to become a ninja. Terutaka Hasegawa of AST Action School said, “It takes a year
18

or two of training to become a ninja.” It is not surprising, given the
long training that’s required, followed by the hard work and little
time off, that fewer people are choosing ninja as an occupation.
Conversely, places that offer short-term ninja experiences, and
not authentic ninja training, are attracting large numbers of young
people and families.
At Shinjuku’s Ninja Trick House in Tokyo, visitors get to
spend some time as ninja. The trick house offers a quick and casual way to enjoy life as a
ninja. It is highly popular.
“THERE’S A WIDE GAP BETWEEN
In the reproduction of a
traditional ninja’s house,
THE NUMBERS WE NEED TO
visitors get to check out
among others, a hidden
FEED THE NINJA POPULARITY
room for eavesdropping
and sneak attacks. Visitors
A N D T H E I R AV A I L A B I L I T Y , ”
also get lessons on how
to throw shooting knives called shuriken. They actually get to use
them. They also learn how to wield a wooden sword in a mock fight
against a sandbag.
Forty percent of the visitors to this trick house are foreigners,
most of whom are from the United States. As the number of Japanese ninjas dwindle, the future looks good for American ninjas to
fill the growing void. In fact, in 2016, 29-year-old American Chris
O’Neill was hired by Aichi Prefecture to be a professional ninja. He
excelled in tryouts with amazing acrobatics and poise. "He has great
acrobatic skill and the ability to speak in front of the public," said
Satoshi Adachi of Aichi’s tourism department. "He's also passionate
about promoting tourism."
The next American ninja could be you. Check out the Japan
Ninja Council website ninja-official.com for more.

N i n j a Tr i c k H o u s e
D a i i c h i W a ko B l d . 4 F 2 - 2 8 -13
K a b u k i - c h o , S h i n j u k u - k u , To k y o
H o u r s : 10 : 0 0 A M – 6 : 3 0 P M ( L a s t a d m i s s i o n: 6 : 0 0 P M )
C l o s e d : Tu e s d a y, W e d n e s d a y
A d m i s s i o n : 1,10 0 J P Y p e r p e r s o n; f r e e a d m i s s i o n fo r
c h i l d r e n a g e d 3 o r y o u n g e r, r e s e r v a t i o n s r e c o m m e n d e d
ninja -tric k- house.com
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GET YOUR COSPLAY
ON AT SAKURA-CON
Easter weekend is also cosplay heaven in Seattle
because SakuraCon takes over the Washington State
Convention Center for a three-day celebration of
anime, manga and much more. One of the ways people
celebrate is by donning elaborate costumes of their
favorite characters. The results are often incredible,
and the entranceway to the convention center can get
clogged with people taking photos of their favorite
cosplayers striking poses. People spend weeks preparing
just the right costume. Kakashi has to get his hair just
right; Inuyasha has to have the flowing mane and the
furry, pointed ears; And the Attack on Titans crew need
those knee-high boots and that elaborate arrangement
of belts and straps. Everyone has to look sharp!
As people spill out of the convention center, the whole
downtown becomes filled with people in wild costumes.
The Easter Bunny would fit in just fine.
T h i s y e a r, S a k u r a - C o n i s M a r c h 3 0 – A p r i l 1.
R e g i s t r a t i o n i n fo r m a t i o n a n d m o r e d e t a i l s c a n b e
fo u n d a t s a k u r a c o n . o r g .
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Maid to order

CAFÉ

Customers treated like masters
and princesses at maidreamin
LIFE CAN BE ROUGH IN THE BIG URBAN SPRAWL of Tokyo. But
when you step into maidreamin, everything is right in the world. Men
and women become masters and princesses returning to their dreamland
after a long day. Ever-so-cute maids pamper the customers, serving drinks
and dishes and even dancing and singing for their enjoyment. As the salaryman who became a master sips his coffee and the hard working woman
turned princess tastes her cocktail, the urban jungle recedes, and Dreamland takes over.
maidreamin is said to be the largest maid café in Japan with over 400
maids working for the chain. Celebrating its 10th Anniversary this year,
the company has 16 stores worldwide, including seven in Akihabara, and
maidreamin
A k i h a b a r a H e a d S to r e:
one in Thailand. Origami visited one of the Akihabara cafés recently, and
S u m i y o s h i B l d g . 6 t h F l o o r, 3 -16 -17 S o to k a n d a ,
here’s what we found.
C h i y o d a - k u , To k y o 10 1 - 0 0 21
The concept of the maid café is “Dreamland” where fairies and maids
P h o n e: + 8 1 3 - 6 9 0 5 -7 7 3 5
live; true to its concept, everything about it is very kawaii. When you visit
A k i h a b a r a I d o l S t r e e t S to r e:
maidreamin, you are “coming back” to the Dreamland. That’s why the
Ky o e i - s o to k a n d a - d a i i c h i B L D G . 4 - 4 - 2 S o to k a n d a ,
C h i y o d a - k u , To k y o 10 1 - 0 0 21
maids greet you by calling out, “Welcome back to maidreamin.”
The waitresses are in their late teens and early 20s, although
P h o n e: + 8 1 3 - 6 2 0 6 - 8 18 0
maidreamin’s website says they are “forever 18.” Listen carefully when
W e b s i te ( E n g l i s h ) :
maidreamin.com/multilp/
they talk, and you will notice they add “nyan” (a cat meowing sound) at
the end of their sentences to amplify the kawaii. Also, when your food is
Facebook:
facebook.com/maidcafe.maidreamin
served, the maids cast magic spells to make it taste better. You are asked to
join them in casting the spell and sprinkling fairy dust on your food.
There is a 540 yen cover charge per person per hour (about $5.00),
and you need to order at least one item from the menu each hour. Beware that the portions are small,
but the price is decent and the presentation is very cute.
You are welcome to take pictures of the colorful store and delicious food, but not the maids. (If you
try to take secret photos, you will turn into stone!) If you want a picture with a waitress in a maid costume, it costs 540 yen per photo. You can use the café’s polaroid camera or your smartphone. And if you
purchase the photo, you’re free to post it on social media.
We brought our children along, and to our surprise, the maids were very kid-friendly. We talked
with two different cast members. One, who goes by the name Gon, explained that the maids had three
different costumes, from a trainee uniform to the top-level “dream uniform,” and they all dreamed of reaching the top level. For a maid to move
WHEN YOUR FOOD IS SERVED,
up a level, she needs to complete a required set of skills. According to
Gon, the length of time a maid has worked at the café is not important
THE MAIDS CAST MAGIC SPELLS
but hospitality is.
While we were there, one “master” requested a live performance from
TO MAKE IT TASTE BETTER
Gon. She told us that it was her first performance ever. It was only a day
before our visit that she was certified by fairies to perform the dance in front of masters and princesses.
Her dance performance was very kawaii, and the audience was engaged and loud. Her five-minute live
performance cost 3,150 yen, or about $28.
We were there for 1.5 hours and it cost three of us about $50. According to cast member Rinka,
many families with kids and first-timers visit the café on weekends. The maids are very friendly and happy to chat with you while you are in Dreamland. Take a trip to maidreamin on your next visit to Japan
and see for yourself. It’s a unique experience.
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Cleaning the classroom
WHEN THE LAST CLASS OF THE DAY IS OVER, students get up
from their seats and put their chairs on their desks. Then, the students
break into small groups, boisterously grab dustcloths and brooms, and
CUSTOMS
proceed to clean the whole school. They clean the bathrooms and
the hallways too. This scene is ingrained in the Japanese psyche. This
daily ritual is called tokuiku and is considered part of a child’s education. By cleaning the classrooms and
bathrooms that they use, students learn about the importance of cleaning, gain respect for how hard it is
and understand that objects should be taken care of.
Of course, kids being kids, there are more than a few occasions when teachers need to discipline
students who have transformed their brooms into swords and begun an epic battle in the hallways.
There was a news report awhile back about how Japanese soccer fans cleaned their section of the
stadium after a World Cup match. This seems like it comes from all those days of tokuiku, cleaning up
after school.
When people see video of the students cleaning their school, some people praise the custom while
others say school should focus on education and not child labor. What do you think?

BCA and WPS aim for International
Baccalaureate program
®

Bellevue Children’s Academy and Willows Preparatory School focus on the
whole child, attending to students’ social, emotional, and physical well-being. The key component of a BCA and WPS education is teaching students
how to learn, focusing specifically on becoming critical thinkers, problem
solvers, and innovators in order to positively change the future. The curriculum is inquiry-led and transdisciplinary, encouraging students to think for
themselves and take responsibility for their learning. Students at BCA and
WPS are thus given the tools to excel both academically and socially.
BCA and WPS are currently IB® candidate schools, completing the rigorous authorization process this spring for the PYP (Primary Years Programme) and MYP (Middle Years Programme). WPS has also begun the
process of becoming a DP (Diploma Programme) candidate school. Once
authorized, the school will become one of the very few IB® schools that
offers the entire IB® continuum.
The International Baccalaureate ® program was started 50 years ago and
has grown into one of the most respected educational programs in the
world. More colleges and universities are looking for an IB® education
when reviewing applications. IB®’s commitment to high-quality, challenging, and international education mirrors and reinforces BCA’s and WPS’s
educational goals.
IB® authorization enhances BCA’s mission to “foster young students in
becoming global citizens who demonstrate innovation, creativity and dignity.” BCA and WPS will continue to grow in our unique Seattle/Eastside
community and are proud to be schools that provide for the needs of 21st
century students.
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Advertising Partner Feature

BCA and WPS Summer
School offerings are
available. For more
information, please see
the school websites.

B e l l e v u e C h i l d r e n ’s A c a d e m y
14 6 4 0 N E 2 4 t h S t .
B e l l e v u e , W A 9 8 0 0 7
P h o n e: 4 2 5 . 6 4 9 . 0 7 9 1
b c a c a d e m y @ b c a c a d e m y. c o m
w w w. b c a c a d e m y. c o m
Willows Preparatory School
12 2 8 0 W o o d i nv i l l e - R e d m o n d R d N E
Redmond, WA 9 8 0 52
P h o n e: 4 2 5 . 6 4 9 . 0 7 9 1
i n fo @ w i l l o w s p r e p . c o m
ht tp:// willowsprep.com

KANJI FOR BABIES
Ever wonder what your child’s name would look like in Chinese characters, or
kanji? We pick one baby photo for every issue of Origami and render the baby’s
name in kanji. Send us a photo by social media or email, and we’ll dip our calligraphy brushes in ink and choose some elegant kanji for your baby.

THIS ISSUE’S WINNER:
Valen tina
in Snohomis h

Here is her
n a m e in k a nji:

T h e m e a nin g b e hin d t h e
b r u s h s t r o ke s :

葉
This kanji means “leaf.” It’s the source of energy.
It provides continual power for self-sustaining growth.

蓮
This is the kanji for “lotus.” It means clear-hearted
and sacred. Especially in Buddhism, it is a symbol of
wisdom and mercy. It’s for someone who
can live purely in any environment.

帝
A great god who gathers the world together.
It means “king.” Someone who can excel
in leading those in her surroundings.
She has a continuously reflective
human power within her.

奈
This has a beautiful ring to it in Japanese.
It’s typically applied to girls.
Effort, possibility, abundance. It means “the only love.”

Put these characters together and it
means: One who has the leadership
skills to continuously reflect on
herself and her surroundings.
Also, a female surrounded by
abundance and true love. A person
who walks a clean path.

To submit your baby for consideration for a future issue of Origami, tag us
with #babykanji on social media or email baby@pikejapan.com.
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FORGING THE FUTURE
HIGH TECH

IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS IN THE artificial-intelligence world are being
forged on a daily basis in the Seattle area, with cloud computing giants Amazon and
Microsoft leading the way. Every quarter or so, large firms from Japan come calling
to see what the Seattle area startup scene has been working on lately. These meetups
have been sponsored and organized by Innovation Finders Capital, the Washington
State Department of Commerce and Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe. To date, they’ve
led to significant alliances and investments between Japan and the US. Here’s a look
at a few of the pitches made at the seventh meetup, held in late January.
Blue Canoe Learning
An app that helps non-native
English speakers improve their
English pronunciation and
business communication.

Management Foresight
Uses AI, data science and deep
business experience to help
leaders make better business
decisions.

bluecanoelearning.com

Doodlebase
Extracts and integrates
manufacturing and test data,
making it accessible from any
tool.

Te n p o i n t 7
Provides a cloud-based machinelearning-as-a-service platform
designed to simplify and expedite
business transformation.
t e n p o i n t 7. c o m

doodlebase.io

FastData.io
Offers the world’s fastest and
most efficient stream-processing
software engine.
fastdata.io

HaptX
Virtual-reality gloves featuring
realistic haptic feedback.
haptx.com
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To u c h J e t U S A
Its Wave product turns any T V
into a tablet.
touchjet.com

ZSolutionZ
Its Zofie technology offers
patented body movement
analysis for mobile devices.
zsolutionz.com

Japanese companies and institutions listening to the pitches included: Aoyama Gakuin University, Cogent Labs, FujiFilm Sonosite,
Fujitsu, Innoval Global, Kaneka, Konica Minolta Business Solutions
USA, Microsoft Japan, Mitsubishi, Mitsui & Co., Nomura Holding
America, NTT Innovation Institute, SMK Electronics, Tokio Marine
& Nichido Fire Insurance and Ueda Yagi Tanshi.
More such meetups are being planned. To get involved, contact
the Washington State Department of Commerce or Innovation Finders Capital (www.innovation-finders.com) for more information.

F E S T I VA L WAT C H
Japan is well-known for its festivals and each month we will highlight an
upcoming celebration. Mark your calendar!

Half-naked drum
fight turns into
elegant parade

THE BATTLE OF
OFFENSE AND
DEFENSE THAT
UNFOLDS AT THE
OKOSHI DAIKO
CAN OFTEN BE
DANGEROUS.

The Furukawa Matsuri is the annual
spring festival of the Ketawakamiya
Shrine in Hida City, Gifu Prefecture.
It is made up of two main events: the
clash of half-naked men and drums
called Okoshi Daiko, and the gorgeous Yatai float procession. The
two-day festival changes overnight
from a wild, rough and tumble drum
battle to a gorgeous procession
of floats.
During the first day, local men wearing traditional
white wraps gather by the hundreds. The main drum, a
giant one on a raised platform, is joined by smaller drums
that represent different boroughs. The drums ram into each
other as part of the festivities. To the local men of the Hida
region, being one of the two drummers to straddle the giant
drum is the biggest honor. These fearless locals suited up in
the festival attire are referred to as “Furukawa Yancha.” The
battle of offense and defense that unfolds at the Okoshi
Daiko can often be dangerous.
On the next morning, as if it were a completely different festival, nine gorgeous festival Yatai floats are paraded
around the town for an elegant and beautiful display of
what could be the furthest thing from a physical battle. In
2016, the Furukawa Matsuri was listed as a Unesco intangible cultural asset.
S c h e d u l e : A p r i l 19 t h ( T h u r ) to 2 0 t h ( F r i ) , 2 0 18
W h e r e : I n t h e F u r u k a w a s e c t i o n o f H i d a C i t y,
G i f u P r e fe c t u r e

P h o to g r a p h s c o u r te s y O h! M a t s u r i , t h e
Tr a d i t i o n a l J a p a n e s e E v e n t C a l e n d a r.
w w w. o h m a t s u r i . c o m / e n
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THANKS TO ALL WHO FILLED OUT OUR SURVEY!

2018 JAN

FREE
for people curious about japan

Readers, thank you very much for taking the time to fill out the

Why We Love Bentos

survey included in Origami 02. Your opinions about our stories
will help shape future issues of the magazine. Also, thank you
for all the kind words. We will continue to bring you examples of
Japan’s kodawari through future issues of our magazine.
We will be contacting the three winners in the
middle of March. We appreciate your support.
your feedback.

The Origami staff

Origami Craft Kit included

Please continue to enjoy Origami and give us

INSIDE:

Chocolate and sushi giveaways for our readers

Ginza: Your Eastside Izakaya
Ginza is a casual, friendly restaurant with something for everyone. In true izakaya style, it has an
extensive menu that offers sushi, yakiniku, noodle
dishes, dinner sets and all sorts of otsumami appetizers like yakitori. It’s a great place for parties,
with two private rooms that can host 8 – 10 people
each. Try the mouthwatering yakiniku. All the beef,
whether wagyu or American, is grass-fed and free
of hormones, antibiotics and GMOs. Ginza was the
first restaurant in the greater Seattle area to offer
grilled meats Japanese barbecue style, and it’s still
the best.
The appetizer menu has so many items, it feels like
an authentic Japanese izakaya menu. Try the yakitori (chicken) skewers, the sliced geoduck sauteed
in butter and the cooked-just-right gyoza. And try
pairing them with a sake or shochu drink. Ginza has
a wide array of choices and a full bar.
Finally, Ginza has a top-notch sushi bar. Its sushi
dinner sets are reasonably priced and come with
healthy portions. There is truly something for everyone here.
G i n z a J a p a n e s e R e s t a u r a n t & Ya k i n i k u
10 3 10 2 n d A v e S E
Bellevue, WA 9 8 0 0 4
P h o n e: 4 2 5 .7 0 9 .7 0 7 2
O p e n fo r l u n c h M o n d a y t h r o u g h F r i d a y
and dinner ever y night. Par ties of three
o r m o r e c a n m a ke r e s e r v a t i o n s .
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Advertising Partner Feature

CRAFT KIT

Shuriken
We take our name Origami from
the favorite pastime of many
Japanese, young and old. The
attention, precision, and fine
materials involved epitomize
kodawari. Each month the magazine will have a papercraft on
the back page for you to enjoy.
Send us photos of your finished
product by tagging them #origamimagazine on social media or
by emailing origami@pikejapan.com.

WATCH A VIDEO WITH FOLDING AND
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS BY SCANNING THE QR CODE OR VISITING
THE WEBSITE BELOW



Let’s
Do it!

pikejapan.com/origamicraft3

VALLEY FOLD
MOUNTAIN FOLD
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WATCH A VIDEO WITH FOLDING AND
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS BY SCANNING THE QR CODE OR VISITING
THE WEBSITE BELOW



Let’s
Do it!

pikejapan.com/origamicraft3

CUT
VALLEY FOLD
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Traditional Japanese Art
–––––––

Handcrafted Urushi Lacquerware

E XC L U S I V E U . S . D I S T R I B U T O R O F WO R L D - R E N OW N E D YA M A DA H E I A N D O L AC Q U E RWA R E

–––––––
www.heiandoamerica.com
usa@heiando.com

